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Jane Sauer Gallery will again exhibit an eclectic mix of finely crafted material based art. While the
gallery honors the skill of the artist in exploring and mastering the selected media, we look for artists
who push beyond simply a display of expertise. No matter what the material, the art is what carries the
message. It is the marriage of both that we seek. In furniture such as that created by Kent Townsend
and John Dodd, we will be presenting excellent design combined with meticulous craftsmanship.
On the other end of the pendulum, Geoffrey Gorman explores the relationship between animals and
humans using sticks, screws, bolts, an assortment of interesting detritus of our culture, and brings to
the viewer thoughtful humor.
Ceramic artists Clea Carlsen and Irina Zaytceva astound the viewer with their skill in making a large
statement within a small space. Each will have pieces that beg the viewer to become intimate with
their art and explore the many details while discovering the meaning of the work.
Paul Stankard, Toland Sand, Chuck Savoie, and Tim Tate represent the many languages of glass.
Each has a clear and distinctive skill set and voice that is individual.
Carol Shinn creates a world which the viewer immediately enters and regales in the spender of her
landscape as well as the mesmerizing build up of millions of tiny stitches of thread over one another.
Lesley Richmond’s unique fiber landscapes make a wall of trees, leaves, branches, and subtle
color with just the correct amount of dazzle to make you come close for examination. The viewer is
immediately transported to a deep forest. Gugger Petter creates a completely different landscape
showing figures from below the waist coupled with a small dog or two. The viewer is open to telling
their own story about what is occurring.
Katherine Glover paints and makes 3-dimensional constructions using hand made papers. The deep
rich colors and metallic highlights swirl and undulate magically before your eyes. The depth of the
paper creates shadows which continuously alter the color.
Randall Rosenthal carves everyday objects from a single piece of wood and then paints creating an
illusion which can fool the viewer even within very close eye range. It is hard not to touch just to verify
what the eye is saying to the brain. Randall can be serious or playful but most often there is a little of
both.
At each SOFA we like to continue the relationship between the audience and our established group
of artists plus introduce someone fresh and new to SOFA. This year our introductory artist is Clea
Carlsen. This is her first SOFA Show and the viewer will be astounded by the skill, sophistication and
message from this young New Mexican artist.
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